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SAFETY and FIRE EQUIPMENT - FACE SHIELDS (Visors) & WELDING GOGGLES

FACE SHIELDS (visors)

Face Shield Windows
• Durable acetate material
• Universal hole pattern fits many competitive models

®

MODEL "K" FACE SAVER

The model "K" face shield headgear provides
the best comfort and adjustability, with
wraparound foam cushioned sweatband and
Zahnlok™ size adjustment system. The fit can
be adjusted to exact head size in 1/16"
increments. The contour-comfort shape
provides greater comfort and security.
"Turn-button" visor
attachment holds 12"
or 15-1/2" visors
more securely
and provides fast,
easy attachment and
replacement. This
headgear holds a
variety of visors.

15-1/2" x 8"

IRUV SHADE #5
VISOR LENS
(CAN BE USED INSTEAD OF
SHADE #5 WELDING
GOGGLES)

#K
$11.25 EA
VISOR SOLD
SEPARATELY

Go Forward 5-Pages
for Hardhat/Visor
Adapters

Welding & Cutting
2" x 4-1/4"
LIFT FRONT

Shown with Aluminum (bound) boundary
Boundry omitted for unbound

#34-65
$15.00 EA

#1710
$13.95 EA

NOTE: The green shade face shield listed below are tinted for sun protection only

PRICE

Part No.

Description

Color

$3.73 EA
$3.96 EA
$6.45 EA
$5.50 EA
$5.80 EA
$7.67 EA

0800-0614
0800-0616
0800-0617
0800-0607
0800-0611
0800-0613

8
8
8
9
9
9

Clear
Clear
Green
Clear
Clear
Green

x
x
x
x
x
x

12
12
12
15
15
15

x .040 unbound
x .040 aluminum bound
x .040 aluminum bound
1/2 x .040 unbound
1/2 x .040 aluminum bound
1/2 x .040 aluminum bound

WARNING: Safety glasses or impact goggles must be worn with all face shields.
WELDING
GOGGLES
SHOWN COME
WITH SHADE
#5 LENS

CUP GOGGLE
$6.95 EA #36
Cup goggle with multiple
slots around each lens
for maximum ventilation.

$23.95 EA

#WA-60

Positive
action lift front
locks in open or
closed position.
Soft, contoured
vinyl frame with
hooded vents
accommodates
magnifier lens.

WILDCATTM
Shade #5
#3013714 $16.50 EA

The WildcatTM goggle offers

GOGGLE
extreme performance vision
With Adjust-O-Lok headgear. protection as it is constructed

$9.95 EA

#1775

#WC5
$15.60 EA

2" x 4-1/4"
FIXED FRONT

Clear Goggles

What's the correct vent option for you?
VENT HOLES

Direct-Vent

PERFORATED
DIRECT VENT
#81000 (Shown)
$2.95 EA

Provides maximum air flow.
Protection against grinding,
chipping, and cutting
operations.

of material that does not melt,
drip or ignite at 350°F for up
to 4 minutes. The frame fits
naturally to the contour of the
face to assist in blocking out
contaminants. Designed with
optimal comfort in mind, the
goggle features a pivot cloth
headband for a custom fit.
The soft cushioned eye cups
(with Anti-Fog Lenses) offer a
comfortable wearing
experience. Side vents on the
frame can be open or closed
for work in most
environments.

VENT

Indirect Vent (SPLASH)
Protects against liquids and
dust while permitting indirect
ventilation.

INDIRECT
VENT/FOG-FREE
#81210 (Not Shown)
$4.50 EA
568

Clear #3013710 $10.75 EA

